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Abstract 
Bossi, A., N. Cocco and M. Fabris, Norms on terms and their use is proving universal termination of
a logic program, Theoretical Computer Science 124 (1994) 297-328. 
In this paper semi-linear norms, a class of functions to weigh the terms occurring in a program, are 
defined and studied. All the functions in this class have the nice property of allowing a syntactical 
characterization of rigid terms, i.e. terms whose weight does not change under substitution. Based on 
these norms, a general proof .method for universal termination of pure Prolog programs can be 
adapted to deal with a large class of programs in a simple way. The proof method requires pre/post 
specifications well-behaved with respect o substitutions to be associated with each predicate symbol 
in the program, and ordering functions not increasing with respect o substitutions to be associated 
with cycles in the program. The specification collects information on term properties which are 
useful to prove that the ordering functions actually decrease at each traversal of each cycle. Some 
examples of termination proof are also given. 
1. Introduction 
Determining whether a computation terminates i essential in all programming 
styles, but it is even more relevant, and poses new problems, in logic programming. In
fact, a logic program can have different input/output functionalities: it can be queried 
in different ways, some of which could produce terminating computations, while some 
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others could be infinite. Hence, in order to discuss the termination of a logic program, 
it is necessary to specify also the query or, more generally, a class of queries. Two kinds 
of termination can be considered for logic programs [23]: existential termination, 
meaning that at least one solution to the given query or finite failure is reached, and 
universal termination, meaning that all derivations are finite for the given query and all 
solutions are reached. In traditional procedural programming, a given computation is 
proved to terminate by associating with each cycle in it a partial function. This function 
maps the computation states into a well-founded set, and its value has to decrease with 
each iteration. In this work, we propose a similar technique for proving universal 
termination of a logic program with respect to a given class of goals. This is particularly 
interesting in applications where all solutions to a given goal are required, such as in 
deductive databases. It can also be useful when dealing with negated atoms by means of 
negation as failure rule in order to determine when an atom has a finite derivation tree. 
Universal termination does not depend on the order of clauses in the program, but only 
on the order of atoms in the clause bodies. This obviously simplifies the proof. 
The method we propose formalizes the intuitive reasoning about programs which 
programmers usually follow when considering termination. Let us consider the 
simplest example: 
(1) append ([ ], Ys, Ys). 
(2) append ([XIXs], Ys, [X IZs]) :- append(Xs, Ys, Zs). 
The only cycle in the program is due to the recursive definition in clause 2. A traversal 
of some term structure corresponds to such a cycle. Hence, the termination of a goal for 
this program depends on 
(a) the structure of terms in the goal; 
(b) how the terms are traversed in the recursive definition. 
With the query 
:- append([A, a, b, C], Ws, Ts). 
we would be sure that it universally terminates. In fact the length of the first argument 
decreases at each traversal. 
We need then to be able to measure and to compare term structures. For this 
reason, we define norms which associate a weight o terms. The situation is not always 
so simple though, because local variables can be present, as in the following example 
where the predicate p(tl, t2), which defines the permutation relation between two lists, 
depends on other predicates: 
(1) p([ ], [ ]). 
(2) p(I-X], [X]). 
(3) p([X, Y[ Xs], Zs) :-split(IX, YIXs], Us, Vs), p(Us, Ts), p(Vs, Ws), 
append(Ts, Ws, Zs). 
Given the query :-p([a, b, el, Ls). in order to be sure of its termination, we consider 
the cycle given by the recursive definition of p, and we need to associate a weight o the 
terms and to convince ourselves that the weight of the terms Us and Vs in the 
recursive invocation is strictly less than the one of IX, Y I Xs]. But this depends on the 
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definition of the split predicate. Hence, in general, we need also to have information on 
terms and their relations before and after the derivation of each atom. This can be very 
naturally represented by associating pre/post specifications to each predicate symbol 
in the program [7, 13] and a precondition to the query. 
An important observation is that in our informal reasoning about termination of 
a given program and goal, we consider terms with a structure which is fixed, at least in 
the part traversed by the program. In this way, we convince ourselves that the 
traversal is actually finite. We never simulate the actual computation by considering 
the composition of unifiers in the derivation! We reason on a syntactic level, in a more 
abstract and simple way. This is just because we consider only terms which can only 
be finitely traversed and cannot be expanded any further. This observation led us to 
the definition of rigid terms, namely, terms with the property of having a weight which 
is fixed, independent of substitutions and, hence, of the computation. We defined also 
a class of norms, semi-linear ones, which have the nice property of allowing a syntactic 
characterization f rigid terms. As regards pre/post specifications of predicates, we 
characterized those which are well-behaved with respect o substitutions, which means 
that, if they hold at a certain point, then they hold through the following computation 
since they cannot be falsified by unification. Also the ordering functions we associate 
with cycles are nonincreasing with respect o substitutions. All this allows one to reason 
on a syntactic level, on the program text, thus simplifying the termination proof. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we introduce the basic 
definitions and properties of norms and rigid terms and of pre/post specifications 
well-behaved with respect o substitutions, respectively. In Section 4 a necessary and 
sufficient condition for universal termination is given. Besides, a simplified proof 
method is also described. It consists in determining all the maximal strongly connec- 
ted subgraphs in the specific graph associated with the program and the class of goals; 
for each of them we define an ordering function on atoms with X as codomain and 
prove that it decreases on all the elementary circuits. Such ordering function is based 
on appropriate norms on terms. In order to prove that it decreases, we make use of 
pre/post specifications of the program predicates, which usually describe rigidity 
properties and relations among terms. Both the specifications and the ordering 
functions are "well-behaved" with respect o substitutions. In Section 5 some exam- 
ples of termination proofs are given. Section 6 contains ome conclusive remarks. 
2. Norms on terms 
A natural way for defining a well-founded ordering on predicate invocations i the 
following: first assign a weight to the terms to which the predicates apply, and then 
define an ordering function based on it. Hence, we focus first on how to weigh the 
terms. Obviously, the success of our proofs strongly depends on the correct choice of 
this weight. This is not new and there are many examples of different ways of giving 
weight o terms. For instance, in [22] a concept of size of list arguments i used, and in 
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[17, 18] a norm that is a function weighing terms is introduced. Moreover, Plfimer 
defines the class of linear norms which allows him to develop a technique for the 
automatic generation of termination proofs. Our work has some analogies with the 
one of Plfimer. We do not concentrate on automatization and efficiency, but we 
introduce the concept of rigidity of a term, with respect o a norm, and study a wider 
class of semi-linear norms which allow a syntactic haracterization f rigid terms. This 
allows us to give a proof method, which is largely syntactically driven. 
In the following, we assume that T is a set of terms built up on a set V of variables 
and a set F of n-ary (n/> 0) function symbols which we also call constructors. We 
consider two kinds of operations on terms. The usual substitution of variables, which 
is a finite set of pairs variable/term, and the replacement ofa subterm by a term, which 
is a pair {term~subterm}. By referring to a subterm of t we mean to refer to 
a particular occurrence of the subterm in t, therefore, any substitution can be 
expressed by the set of replacements of each occurrence of the variables. By t{s~r} 
we denote the result of the replacement in t of the subterm r of t by s. We call 
those subterms to which the outermost constructor of the term applies as principal 
subterms. 
We adopt the following general definition given by Plfimer in [17, 18]. 
Definition 2.1. Let Tbe a set of terms. A norm on Tis a function, [...[y: T~N,  mapping 
T to the set of natural numbers N. The weight of t with respect o a norm [...If is the 
value It Ix. 
Examples. Suppose F consists of at least the constructors for lists and for binary 
trees. 
- We can define the norm I.-.Isize as follows: 
(1) ]t[si~e=0, if t is a variable or it is not a list, 
(2) [rising=0, if t is [ ], 
(3) I t l~i~ = 1 + I tail I~iz0, if t is [head ftail]. 
On a ground list this norm measures the length of the list. On a nonground list I it 
gives the minimum length of ground instantiations of 1. 
- We can define the norm I-..Idopth as follows: 
(1) [tld~pth=0, if t is a variable or it is not a tree, 
(2) [tlaepth=0, if t is void, 
(3) [tldoptb= 1+max(llftldCpth+ Irgtldopth), if t is tree(r, lft, rgt). 
This norm measures the depth of the tree. 
- We can define the norm I...[rpath as follows: 
(1) Itlrp~th=0, if t is a variable or it is not a tree, 
(2) I f[rpath = 0, if t is void, 
(3) [tlrp~th = 1 + [rgt I~p,th, if t is tree (r, lft, rgt). 
This norm measures the length of the rightmost path of the tree. 
We give now the definition which is basic for our proof method. 
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Definition 2.2. Let [...Is be a norm on a set of terms T. A term t6 T is rigid with respect 
to [...Is if its weight is invariant under substitutions: 
Va. Itals-- lt ls. 
Examples. The list [a, X]  is rigid with respect o the norm I...l~ize. In fact, for any a, 
I[a, Xa]lsize=2. The list [a[X]  is not rigid with respect o the same norm. For 
instance, let us consider a={X/ [b ,c ]} .  We have I[alXa]lsize=l[aJ[b,c]]l~i~e=3, 
while I [a lX ] l~ izo= 1 + IXl~izo = 1. 
The concept of rigid term turns out to be extremely important for simplifying 
termination proofs. If a rigid term is encountered during the computation, its weight 
will not be modified by further substitutions and the possibility of ignoring substitu- 
tions makes proofs much simpler. Clearly, a ground term is rigid whatever the norm is: 
rigidity is an extension ofgroundness. Rigidity depends on the choice of the norm, and 
finding out the norm which makes some specific terms rigid is one of the main points 
in termination proofs. We now explore the main properties of norms and rigid terms 
which are exploited in termination proofs. 
Proposition 2.3 (Persistency). Let I...Is be a norm on a set of terms T. A term is rigid 
with respect to I...t s if and only if all its instances are rigid. 
Proof. Trivial. [] 
Let [-..If be a norm on a set Tand let teTbe  a term which is not rigid. Then there 
must occur some variables in t whose substitution may affect he weight of t. We want 
to identify each of their occurrences. 
Definition 2.4. Let I...]s be a norm on a set of terms T and let t ~ T. The ith occurrence, 
X(i), of  a variable X in the term t is relevant with respect o I...I s whenever there exists 
a replacement {s--*X~i)} of the term s for the ith occurrence of X in t such that 
I t{s~X.)} Is¢ Iris. VRELs(t) is the set of all the relevant occurrences of variables in t. 
Example. Let us consider the term tree(a, tree(b, void, X), tree(c, Y, X)) and the norm 
1"" 'lrpath" VRELrp,th(t)= {X(2)}. 
The previous definition can be extended to terms. 
Definition 2.5. Let [.--Is be a norm on a set of terms T and t~T. A subterm s o f t  is 
relevant with respect o [...Is whenever there exists a replacement {s'-~s} of the term s' 
for the term s in t such that [t {s'~s}ls # ]tts. We will call S RELs(t ) the set of all the 
relevant subterms of t. 
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Note that a term t is always a relevant subterm of itself, unless the considered norm 
is a constant function. 
Example. The relevant subterms of t = tree(a, tree(b, void, X), tree(c, Y, X)) with re- 
spect to the norm I...I rpath are t, tree(c, Y, X(2)), X(z). 
Clearly, since we may always think of the occurrence of a variable in a term t as 
a subterm, if we denote by Var(t) the set of all the occurrences of variables in the term 
t then VRELs(t)= SRELI(t)c~Var(t ). In the sequel, to avoid unnecessary subscripts, 
we omit the reference to the specific norm whenever this does not cause ambiguity. 
The following definition introduces a class of norms which allow a syntactic 
characterization f rigid terms. 
Definition 2.6. Let T be a set of terms. A norm [...[ on T is semi-linear if it can be 
recursively defined, for any term t in T, by using the following schema: 
if t is a variable, then [t 1=0, 
if t=f ( t i , . . . , t , ) ,  then [ t [=cf+ lh l [+. . .+[hm[  , where c i~N,  {1 . . . . .  n}_ 
{ i l ,  . . .  ,ira} f and i i~ik if j~k .  
Note that, in the definition of a semi-linear norm on a compound term 
t =f ( t l  . . . .  , t,), both the choice of the natural number c I and the selection of the 
subterms ti l , . . . ,t im among the principal ones depend only on the outermost con- 
s t ructor f  We call such ti l , . . . ,  h,, selected subterms. 
Examples. Let us consider the norms given in our first examples. The norm I...Isize is 
semi-linear: it yields 0 when applied to variables and follows the above schema in the 
other cases. The selected subterm is the tail of the list. Also, [...Irpath is semi-linear. On 
the contrary, I..-Idepth does not match the definition since max(a,b) cannot be ex- 
pressed as a linear combination of a and b. 
The class of semi-linear norms is a generalization of the class of linear norms as 
defined in [17]. Indeed, we can prove that any linear norm is semi-linear. Let us recall 
the definition of linear norm. 
Definition 2.7 (P1/imer [17]). A norm I..,I on T is linear if for any teT  and any 
substitution of variables a such that to is ground: 
] ta l= l t l+ ~ IVal. 
VeVar(t) 
A conceptually simpler, alternative definition of linearity can be found in [18, 8]. It 
shows that all the principal subterms must be selected by a linear norm. 
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Definition 2.8. A norm [...[ on T is linear if it can be recursively defined by means of 
the following schema for any term in T: 
if t is a variable then It[=0, 
if t i s f ( t l , . . . , t , )  then I t I=c f+ l t l I+ . . .+ I t ,  I, where cceN.  
Semi-linear norms are interesting because they characterize relevant subterms in 
a pure syntactic way as shown by the next proposition. 
Proposition 2.9. For any semi-linear norm on T, for any term t in T, the following 
properties hold. 
(i) I f  the norm is a constant function, then SREL(t)=0. 
(ii) I f  the norm is not a constant function, 
SREL(t)=f{t}, if t is a variable l {t}w(Uj=l ...... SREL(tu) , if t=f ( t~, . . . , t , )  and tu, l<.j<~m, 
are the selected subterms of t. 
Proof. (i) Trivial. 
(ii) If t is a variable, then the proof comes trivially from the assumption that the 
norm is not constant. Let us consider t=f ( t l , . . . , t , ) ,  where t u, l<~j<~m, are the 
selected subterms of t. 
(1) SREL(t) ~_ {t} w(U]=~ ...... SREL(tu))' 
By assumption the norm is not a constant function, so tESREL(t). 
Let us consider sESREL(hk),  ke{1 .. . . .  m}. Then there exists a replacement {s '~s}  
in rig such that ]tik {S'~S}I:/:[tik]. Since the norm is semi-linear, 
I t l=co+I t i l I+ . . .+ l t i k l+ . . .+ l t , , , [  
and, since the replacement influences only tik, 
I t{s'--,s} I = co + I til [ + . . .  + I t~k {s '~s}t  +. . .  + I t,m I. 
Hence, It[ v~ [t {s'~s} I, which means that sE SREL(t). 
(2) { t} k..)(Uj= 1 . . . . . .  SREL(tu)) ~ SREL(t). 
Suppose sESREL(t), s#t  and, ad absurdum, s¢SREL(tifl for all j= l , . . . ,m.  
Since s ESREL(t), there exists a replacement {s '~s} in t such that[t[¢It{s'~s}].  
t =f ( t l  . . . .  , t,) and s ~ t, then there exists a principal subterm th, he {1, ..., n}, such that 
t{s '~s}=f ( t l  . . . . .  th{S'~S} . . . . .  t,). th must be a selected subterm of t, otherwise 
I t{s '~s} l= If(t1 .. . .  , th{s'---~S} .. . .  , tn)l =Co +I t*l I+ "'" + I t/m] = It]. 
Therefore, there exists ke{1,... ,m} such that h=ik.  Hence, [ t{s' -~s}l=co+ 
I t i l [+" '+ I t ik{S '~S}I+" .+[ t im[4:Co+[t i l I+ . . .+ I t ik [+. . .+ I t imI=[ t [ ,  and then 
Itlk{S'~S}I-J:Itlk[, which contradicts the hypothesis s~SREL(tik). [] 
The proofs of the next two simple corollaries are immediate [8]. 
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Corollary 2.10. Given a semi-linear norm, the property of being relevant is transitive, i.e. 
any relevant subterm of a relevant subterm of a term t is a relevant subterm of t. 
Corollary 2.11. For any nonconstant semi-linear norm on T, for any term t in T, 
SREL(t) is the minimal set which contains t and is closed with respect o the operation of 
collecting selected subterms. 
Proposition 2.12 (VR-linearity condition). For any term t in T, any substitution of 
variables a and any semi-linear norm I...If on T: 
ItGIs=ltls+ ~ IVals. 
V~VREL(t) 
Proof. Let I...Is be a semi-linear norm. We proceed by induction on the structure of 
terms. 
(i) t is a variable X. 
Either VREL(t)=0 and then IX~lf=lXIf=0, 
IX~lf=lXIf+ IXcrlf since, by definition IS is=0. 
(ii) t=f (h , . . . ,  tn). 
and 
or VREL(t)={X} and then 
Itals = If(ha, ..., t.a)ls = Co + I tzlcrls + "'" + It,,~alf 
It~GIs=lt~jls+ ~ IV~ls, l<~j<~m, 
VeVREL(t~j) 
by inductive hypothesis. Then, 
I tcrlf = If(ta o, ..., thor) If 
=Co+( I t i l l s+ Y~ IV#ls )+ ' "+( I t i , l s+ 
VEVREL(t~I) 
=Ir is+ ~ I V~lf 
V~VREL(t) 
since VREL(t)= UjVREL(t~j) by Proposition 2.9. [] 
IVals) 
VEVREL(t~) 
For nonconstant norms VR-linearity condition characterizes semi-linear norms. 
Proposition 2.13. Any nonconstant norm which satisfies VR-linearity condition is semi- 
linear. 
Proof. Let [...[y be a nonconstant norm which satisfies the VR-linearity condition. 
We distinguish two cases. 
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(i) t is a variable X. Then ]XaIf=[XIf'~-~VEVREL(X) [ Valf. Moreover, X must be 
relevant, since we are considering nonconstant orms. Hence, IXG I :  = IX [: + I X~l : ,  
which implies I Xl f = O. 
(ii) t is f ( t l ,  . . . ,t ,) .  Let X1, . . . ,X,  be new variables and a={X1/ t l ,  . . . ,X , / t ,} .  
Then t=f(X1 .. . . .  X,)a. Let {Xil . . . . .  Xi , ,}=VREL: ( f (X1  . . . . .  X,)), since [...[: is 
VR-linear, [ t [ f=[ f (Xt , . . . ,X , )a [ f= l f (X1 , . . . ,Xn) l f+~veVREL( f (x  ...... .)) I Vo'l f--  
I f (X1 ,  • .. ,X . ) l :+  IX, lo- I  : +- . .  + IX , : l : - - I f (X ,  . . . . .  Xn) l :+  I t , l l :+  "" + 
It~.,l:. [] 
Proposition 2.14 (Syntactic haracterization). Let ]...[: be a semi-linear norm on T. 
A term t in T is rigid with respect to I...1¢ if and only if VREL:(t)= 0. 
Proofi Term t is rigid iff for any substitution a, It o I: = It I: iff for any substitution a, 
~VeVREL(t) I Va[¢~-O iff VREL:(t)=0. [] 
Given a semi-linear norm, the check for VREL(t)= 0 can be done syntactically. In
fact, all the relevant occurrences ofvariables in t are in SREL(t), which is the minimal 
set containing t and closed with respect to the operation of collecting selected 
subterms. 
VR-linearity is essential for the validity of the previous theorem. This may not be so 
evident. As an example, consider the following norm [ ...IbaV 
]tlbal=0, if t is void or it is not a tree, 
[tlba~----0, if t is tree (a, lft, rgt) and (lft-rgt), 
[tlba~= 1,if t is tree (a, lft, rgt) and not(lft-rgt), 
where = means syntactical equality. 
The norm [... [bal is neither VR-linear nor semi-linear. The term tree(a, X, X) is rigid 
with respect o the given norm since for any substitution of the variable X, the two 
subtrees remain equal. Nevertheless, VREL(tree(a, X, X))= {X(1), X(2)} since by re- 
placing one single occurrence of the variable X we can change the norm of the term. 
Other two important properties of semi-linear norms are stated by the following 
propositions, both derivable from Propositions 2.9 and 2.14. 
Proposition 2.15 (Term decomposition). For any semi-linear norm, the relevant sub- 
terms of a rigid term are rigid. 
This property is not satisfied by every norm. Let us consider again the norm [...[bal 
and the rigid term tree(a, X, X). The subterm X( 1 ) is relevant for tree(a, X, X), but it is 
not rigid. 
Proposition 2.16. (Term composition). Let Sl, .. . ,s k be subterms of t such that 
Uj=I ..... k VREL(sj)= VREL(t). I f  all the terms s l , . . . ,  Sk are rigid, then t is rigid too. 
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The definitions and propositions given in this section can be viewed as a set of rules, 
namely, definition, persistency, syntactical characterization, term decomposition and 
term composition, to be used in termination proofs. 
Definition and persistency ensure that rigidity properties are not modified during 
the computation. Syntactical characterization is useful for deducing rigidity proper- 
ties from the term structure. For example, let us consider the predicate p([X], l-X]) 
and the norm I...Isize. Since VRELsize([X]) = 0, by syntactical characterization, we 
can deduce rigid(IX]). 
Term decomposition is useful for deducing rigidity properties of subterms of a rigid 
term. Let us consider the predicate p([X, YIL],Zs) and a substitution a. Since 
Ltr~SRELsiz~([X, YIL]a), if we know that rigid(I-X, YIL]a) holds, then, by term 
decomposition, we can deduce rigid(Lo-). 
Term composition is useful for deducing rigidity properties of terms from those of 
their subterms. Let us consider the predicate p([X, Y IL], Zs) and a substitution a. 
Since VREL, Iz~ (IX, Y IL] a)= VREL~i~ (Lo'), if we know that rigid(La) holds, then, by 
term composition, we can deduce rigid(IX, Y IL]a). 
3. Asserted programs 
In the following we assume that a logic program N, i.e. a finite, nonempty set of 
definite clauses, is written in a first-order language ACe. We denote by N~ede and 
~-e~me, respectively, the sets of n-ary (n > 0) predicate symbols and the set of terms of 
ACe. Let p be a predicate symbol of arity n. We denote by p(xl .... , x,) its most general 
form and by p(tl,..., t,) a general instance of an atom with predicate symbol p, where 
both Xl, ..., x, and tl . . . . .  t, are metavariables representing the n arguments of p. We 
use the abbreviation y for the tuple Yl, ..., Y,. When considering a goal G for a specific 
program ~, we always assume that G is written in the language ACe. A general 
goal is a finite sequence of atoms in their most general form, G = :-ql (xl) ..... q,(x,). 
For logic programs we use the standard notation and terminology of [16] 
or [1]. 
We want to prove universal termination of a class of goals in a program ~, which 
means that for every goal Go in the class, all computations for Go terminate (Go has 
a finite computation tree). Since we assume LD-resolution (SLD-resolution and the 
Prolog selection and search rule [2]), the order of clauses, which corresponds to the 
order of solutions, is not relevant, while the order of atoms in the bodies of clauses can 
affect termination. A termination proof generally requires a certain amount of in- 
formation about terms, such as rigidity properties and relations among terms in the 
same atom. We find it natural to annotate the program and the goal with such 
information by means of pre/post specifications [7, 13]. In this section we introduce 
these annotations. 
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Definition 3.1. Let ~ be the language associated with a logic program N, and 
pE~eede. A pre/post specification of the predicate p(x_) is an expression of the form 
{Prep(X_)}p(x_) {Postp(x_)} 
where Prep(x_) and Postp(_x) are formulas of a first-order language ~ whose set of terms 
contains Ye~.  
A predicate symbol p in ~ede is asserted if a pre/post specification is associated 
with it. An asserted program ~ is a program such that each p~ez~ is asserted. 
Example. Let ~1 be the following program where the predicate p(x~, X2) holds when 
x~ and x2 are lists which are permutations of each other and the predicates split and 
append have the usual meaning. The splitting is performed in a nondeterministic way. 
(1) p([ 3, [ 3). 
(2) p([X], IX]). 
(3) p([X, YIXs), Zs):-split([X, YlXs], Us, Vs),p(Us, Ts),p(Vs, His), 
append (Ts, Ws, Zs). 
(4) split([ 1, [ 1, [ ]). 
(5) split([A], [ 1, [A]). 
(6) split([A], [A], [ 3). 
(7) split([A, B ICs], [AIDs], IDlEs]):- split(Cs, Os, Es). 
(8) split ([A, B I Cs], [BlOs3, [AIEs]):- split (Cs, Ds, Es). 
(9) append([ ],Ls, Ls). 
(10) append([AlAs], Bs, JAILs1 ):- append(As, Bs, Ls). 
If we consider the norm size defined in Section 2, ~1 can be annotated as follows: 
{rigid(x1)} p(xl, x2) {rigid(x1, x2)} 
{rigid (xl)} split (x ~, x2, xs) {rigid (Xl, x2, xs)/X 
(Ixxl=lx21+lxsi)A((Ix~l> l)~((Ix~l>lx21)A (IXll>lx31)))} 
{rigid(x~, x2)} append(x~, x2, x3){rigid(x~, x2, x3)} 
where we have omitted the subscript size and adopted the abbreviation 
rigid(xt ..... x,) for rigid(x1) A... A rigid(x,). 
Let p(x) be an n-ary predicate symbol, {Prep(X_)}p(x_){Postp(X_)} be a pre/post 
specification for it, and let P = p(_t) be an instance of p(_x). To simplify the notation we 
write Pre(P) (Post(P)) to indicate the corresponding instance Prep(t) (Postp(_t)) of 
Prep(x_) (POStp(X_)). 
A pre/post specification ismeant o relate some properties (the precondition), which 
hold before the computation of the corresponding predicate, to other properties (the 
postcondition) which hold after its computation. Hence, a predicate p(x_) is correct 
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with respect o its specification when for all its instances p(_t) which satisfy the 
precondition Pre(p(t)) and for all a, computed answer substitutions of p(_t), the 
postcondition Post(p(t)tr) holds. 
In what follows, we assume that pre/post specifications have an associated theory 
which defines them. Such theory must include also the rules on rigidity of the previous 
section since we want to derive our termination proofs in it. 
Practice suggests that the specifications which are useful for proving termination 
have the following interesting property of "well behaviour with respect o substitu- 
tions". 
Definition 3.2. Let p be an n-ary predicate symbol, let {Prev(x_)}p(x_){Postp(_x)} be 
a pre/post specification for it and ~- an associated theory. Such a predicate specifica- 
tion is well-behaved in 3- with respect o substitutions ( hortly, well-behaved) if, for all 
the instances P of p(_x) and for all the substitutions of the variables in P, both the 
precondition and the postcondition imply their corresponding instances 
3-- ~-VP V~r. (Pre(P)~Pre(ea))A(Post(e)~Post(Pa)). 
An asserted program ~ has a well-behaved specification (with respect o substitutions) if 
all the specifications ofthe predicate symbols in ~,ed~ are well-behaved with respect 
to substitutions. 
Intuitively, if a predicate specification, which is well-behaved with respect o 
substitutions, holds for an instance P of the predicate p(_x), then it can be further 
instantiated but not falsified through unification. This corresponds also to saying that 
the variables in P are universally quantified. This is obviously true for the specifica- 
tions of data properties related to the declarative semantics of the predicate, as the 
ones we considered in I-7], since these are basically properties of ground terms. This is 
also true in the specifications useful for proving termination, since they deal with 
persistent structural properties of the data. Rigidity has been defined exactly to 
characterize this persistency property. 
Examples. The specification given in the previous example is well-behaved with 
respect to substitutions since both the preconditions and the postconditions are based 
on the predicate rigid which, by persistency, is well-behaved. But this is not the only 
well-behaved predicate. For example, let = be the identity relation, "subterm" be the 
subterm relation and "nonunifiable" be the nonunifiability relation, then the following 
specifications are also well-behaved with respect o substitutions: 
{x =- y} p(x, y, z) {x - y A nonunifiable(z, x  y)} 
{subterm(x, y)} p(x, y, z) {subterm(x, y) A ground(z)} 
{rigid(x) A lxl <~lyl }p(x, y,z) {rigid(x,z) A lxl <~lYJ } • 
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On the other hand, a specification containing information such as var(x) is obviously 
not well-behaved with respect o substitutions. 
Note that if Prep(x) is well-behaved, p(x) is always correct with respect o the 
specification {Prep(x)} p(x){Prep(x)} (see Definition 3.4). 
We are interested in proving universal termination of a class of goals in a logic 
program. This class can be characterized by the general goal, i.e. the sequence of 
predicate symbols in the goal, plus a class description, which is first-order formula 
describing some properties of the goals in the class. The termination proof depends on 
these properties. 
Definition 3.3. Let G = :-ql (xl) ..... qm(x~), be a general goal, 5¢ a first-order language 
which contains Y -e~,  DesG(xl .... , x_,,) a formula of 5¢ and Y- an associated theory. 
The class of goals f# (G, Desa(x_l, ...,x_,,)) described by Des~(xl,...,x,,) is the class 
which contains all the instances, Go, of G such that DesGo holds in Y-: 
f¢ (G, Desa(xl ..... xm)) = {:-ql(tl), ..., q,,(t,,). ]Y ~ Desa(tl, ...,t,,)}. 
A class of goals f~ (G, DesG(_xl, ..., _xm)) is well-behaved in Y with respect o substitu- 
tions (shortly, well-behaved) if all the instances of goals in the class are still in 
the class: 
~'- [-" Vt l ,  ...,_tmVG. Desk(t1, ...,_tm)--*Des~(taG, ...,_tm0" ).
An asserted queried program (~, 5 p, ~) is a program 9~ asserted with a well-behaved 
specification 5P, and queried with the goals in the well-behaved class of goals 
~¢ (G, Deso(xl, ..., Xm)). 
Examples. Let us consider the program ~1 for list permutation given in our first 
example, let G be :-split(xl,x2,x3), p(x4,xs)., and let DesG(xl,x2,x3,x4,xs) be
(rigid(xl)A(Xx=[y, lz])A(Xa=X~)), f¢(G, Desa) contains all the instances of 
:-split (Xl, Xz, x3), P(X4, xs)., such that the first parameter of split is a rigid list, with the 
first two elements equal and the third parameter of split is equal to the first of p. 
(NI, f¢) represents a class of computations in ~1. The goal description iswell-behaved 
since it uses only the predicate rigid and the equality. 
Drabent and Maluszynski [-13] give a formal definition and a sufficient criterion for 
program correctness with respect to general specifications. We restrict ourselves to the 
case of well-behaved specifications, thus obtaining a simplified sufficient criterion. 
Intuitively, an asserted queried program is correct if during the computation of 
a goal in the class: 
(a) every time an atom is selected, its precondition holds, 
(b) if the atom succeeds, its postcondition holds. 
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Definition 3.4. Let (~, 50, (q) be an asserted queried program and J" an associated 
theory. (~, 50, (¢) is correct with respect to its specification in ~-- if, for every LD- 
derivation of a goal in f¢ and for every goal Gi =:-B~ ..... B,., n ~> 0, in the derivation 
~- ~ Pre(B1), 
and for every computed answer substitution, ~r, of B1 in N, 
g- ~- Post(B1 o'). 
Let (~, 50, f¢) be an asserted queried program. (~, 50, f¢)+ is the asserted queried 
program obtained by adding to ~ the clause (goal(x1 .... ,_x,,):-G.), where goal is 
a new predicate symbol, and to 5 ° the corresponding assertion ({DesG(xl, ...,x,,)} 
goal(x1 .... , x,,) {true}). 
Proposition 3.5 (sufficient criterion for correctness ofa program with respect to a well- 
behaved specification). Let (~, 50, ~ ) be an asserted queried program and 3- an 
associated theory. (~,50, if) is correct in J- if, for each clause Ao:-A1, . . . ,A, .  in 
(~, 50, f~ )+, the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) ~-" b- Vx. (Pre(Ao)AiA k-1 ,/ \i=1Post(Ai)))-*Pre(Ak),for all k in 1 ..... n; 
(2) Y- ~- V x. (Pre(Ao)A (AT= ~ Post(Ai)))~Post(Ao); 
where x are the variables in Ao, ..., A, and the universal quantification ranges in 9 - 'e~.  
Proof. It is sufficient to show that our criterion implies the one proposed in [13]: For 
every atom B such that g ~-Pre(B), for every clause Ao:-A1,. . . ,An. such that 
po=mgu(B, Ao), for every i, 1 <<.i<<.n, pi=pi_lai ,  where ai is a computed answer of 
Aipi-1, the following three conditions have to be satisfied: 
(i) ~-- b- Pre(Alpo). 
From well-behavedness: g-I--Pre(B)~Pre(Bpo), Pre(Bpo)=Pre(AoPo) and, from 
condition (1), for k= 1, Pre(AoPo)~Pre(Alpo). 
~_ J (ii) For every j, l~j<<.n-1, if g- A i=l  Post(Aipi) then g" ~Pre(Aj+lpj). 
From (i), ~-- ~-Pre(Alpo), then we have g- F- Pre(Alpo)A (A~=I Post(Aipi)) and 
hence, from well-behavedness: ~--F- Pre(A1 p j) A (A~= 1 Post(Aipj)). From condition 
(1) for k=j+ 1, we have g- ~- Pre(Aj+lpj). 
(iii) If J -  ~-AT= 1 Post(Aipi) then 3- ~-Post(Aop,). The proof is similar to (ii), but 
using condition (2). [] 
4. Termination proof of a queried program 
In this section we give a necessary and sufficient condition for proving universal 
termination of a class of goals ff in a program ~, which means that for every goal Go 
in f¢, all computations for Go terminate (Go has a finite computation tree). For 
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asserted queried programs, i.e. programs with an associated well-behaved specifica- 
tion, a sufficient criterion is derived which is more handy for proving universal 
termination i  practice. Since we assume LD-resolution, the order of clauses, which 
corresponds to the order of solutions, is not relevant, while the order of atoms in the 
bodies of clauses can affect universal termination. 
Our proof method makes use of a framework first proposed in [27, 29] and which is 
similar to the one usually adopted in imperative programming. Namely, we use: 
- a graphical representation f the possible loops in the program, 
- ordering functions associated to the loops, which range in a well-founded set, and 
- assertions for representing the information able to insure that the ordering func- 
tions decrease while looping. 
In order to identify all the loops, we can consider the specific graph associated with 
the program ~ and the class of goals f#. This is similar to what has been called U-graph 
in [27-29] and it is a modification of the dependency graph. The specific graph 
represents the computations of ~ in N which can be trapped in an infinite loop. It 
makes clear both the dependencies and the unification relations among atoms in the 
program, and it shows the maximal strongly connected subgraphs (shortly: m.s.c.s.) 
which are reachable from the goal. We adopt he general terminology for graphs of [5]. 
Def in i t ion  4.1. Let ~ be a program and fq(G, Deso(_xl, ...,_Xm) ) be a class of goals. 
~(~, f# ) is the directed graph associated with ~ and ~# and it is defined as follows (apart 
from standardization): 
(1) the vertices of ~ (~, f#) are the atoms occurring in N and G, multiple occurrences 
of the same atom are considered as distinct vertices, 
(2) (A, B) is an arc of ~ (~, ~) if 
(i) A is the head of a clause c and B is in the body of c; this is a clause arc, 
(ii) A is either in G or in the body of a clause Cl and it unifies with the head B of 
a clause e2; this is an unifier arc. 
The specific graph of N and ~, 5~(~, ~), is obtained from f(N, (4) by deleting all the 
vertices and arcs which do not belong to a path connecting an atom of G with an atom 
in a nontrivial maximal strongly connected subgraph of p(N, ~). 
Example. The specific graph of ~1 and fga, where c~ 1 = (:-p(x, y)., (x = [1, 2, 3])) and N1 
is the program given in Section 3, is shown in Fig. 1. Clause arcs are represented by 
thicker lines and unifier arcs by thinner ones. The (nontriviat) maximal strongly connected 
subgraph (m.s.c.s.) are cg 1, cg 2, ~ 3, and they are displayed inside circles, cg 1 contains 
two elementary circuits, cg 2 three and ~ 3 only one. In order not to create confusion in 
the termination proof, the variables in clause 8 have been renamed; this is obviously 
always possible, since variables are implicitly universally quantified in each clause. 
We extend the usual definition of call pattern by considering both the atoms which 
are selected uring LD-resolution and the ones obtained after unification with the 
resolving clauses. 
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Fig. 1. A specific graph and its m.s.c.s. 
Definition 4.2. Let ~ be a program and f# be a class of goals. An atom A is a call 
pattern of (~, ~)  if it is the selected atom (i.e. the first) of a resolvent in an LD- 
derivation in ~ of a goal Go~f#. An atom A is an unified call pattern of (~,  f#) if 
A = Ba, where B is a call pattern and a is the mgu of B and the head of a resolving 
clause. 
We define now the correspondence among LD-derivations in ~ of Go~f# and paths 
in the graph p(~, if). 
Definition 4.3. Let Bo,H1,B1, . . . ,H, ,B,  be a path in p(~, fq), where (B~-I,HI) is 
a unifier arc and (Hi, Bi) is a clause arc, for i= 1, ..., n. The sequence of atoms B °, H 1, 
B 1 .... ,H  n, B n is a computed instance of the path if 
(1) B ° is a call pattern of (~, ~¢) and it is an instance of Bo, 
(2) for any i, 1 ~< i ~< n, 
if Hi:-A1 ..... Ak,. . . ,A,.  is the clause generating the clause arc (Hi, Bi) and 
BI= Ak, then 
- H i =Hipo, where Po =mgu(B i- 1, Hi), namely, H i is a unified call pattern; 
- B i= B~pk-1, where Pk-1 = poa and a is a computed answer to (A1 ..... Ak-1)Po, 
namely, B i is a call pattern. 
Example. In Fig. 2: (1) is a path in the specific graph of Fig. 1 and (2) is a computed 
instance of the path. 
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1) J p(x, y) ~1~] p([X,YIXs], Zs) ~1~[ p(Us, Ts) J~J  p([X,YIXs], Zs )~ p(Us, Ts)J 
2) P([1, 2, 3', W)--"t~ I P([1, 2, 3], Zs) ~ [p([1, 3], Zs) ]-- ~ p([1, 3,, Z's) ~ p([1,, T's) ] 
Fig. 2. A path and its computed instance. 
Proposition 4.4. Let ~ be a program and (~ a class of goals. I f  there is an infinite 
derivation in ~ of Goe~, then there is a computed instance of an infinite path in ~(~, ~ ) 
which traverses an elementary circuit, in a maximal strongly connected subgraph of 
5Pf(N, ~ ), infinitely many times. 
Proof. The proof consists in constructing the sequence of atoms in the computed 
instance of the infinite path. Let Go = :-A1, ...,Am. be a goal with an infinite LD- 
derivation. Then there exist j, 1 <~j<~m, such that A1,..., A j-1 has no infinite deriv- 
ation while A1 ... . .  A~ has it. This means that there exists a, computed answer 
substitution of (A1 .... ,Aj_~), such that Aia has an infinite derivation. Then there 
exists a program clause H : -Bt  .. . . .  Bn. and p = mgu(A~a, H)  such that (B1,..., B,)p 
has an infinite derivation. Note that 
(1) A~a is a call pattern, 
(2) Hp is a unified call pattern, 
(3) (Ai, H)  is a unifier arc in ~(~, N). 
We can interpret Ajcr and Hp as the first two atoms of our sequence: B ° =A~a and 
HI=Hp.  Since (B~,... ,B,)p has an infinite derivation, we can apply the same 
reasoning as before. Namely, there exists k, 1 ~< k~< n, and z, answer substitution of 
(BI,-", Bk-1)D, such that Bkpz has an infinite derivation. Note that 
(1) BktrZ is a call pattern, 
(2) (H, Bk) is a clause arc in £(~,  ~). 
We can interpret Bkaz as the next atom of our sequence: B ~ =BkaZ. By repeating 
the same construction starting from Bkaz instead of Aja, we find a computed instance 
B o, H 1, B z .... of an infinite path in ~ (N, N ). Then the path must traverse an elemen- 
tary circuit, in a maximal strongly connected subgraph of 5~ (N, ~ ), infinitely many 
times. [] 
In order to prove universal termination of ~ in ~ we have to associate appropriate 
functions, ranging in a well-founded set, to each not trivial m.s.c.s, in 5P~ (~, ~ ), and 
then we have to prove that their values decrease during the computation. Let c~ be 
a nontrivial m.s.c.s, in SPy (~, ~). We denote by J~od~ceo (cg) the set of all the 
instances of atoms in cg, and by c~f f~ (~) the set of all the instances of atoms in 
cg which are actually computed, namely, the call patterns or unified call patterns of 
(~, ~). 
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Definition 4.5. Let cg be a nontrivial m.s.c.s, in 5Pp (~, ~), ~/U a well-founded set. An 
ordering function of Cg on ~ is a total function;de which maps J~ J , z~c,o  (cg ) into ~/¢r. 
In the following, we always consider the well-founded set of natural numbers 
(X,  ~>). 
Example. For ~1 and V1 we can define the following ordering functions: 
/C~l :p(N1, X2)-"~ [ Xl [size 
re2: split(x1, x2, Xa)'-+lXl [size 
/ r  3 : append(x1, x2, x3)~ Ix1 ]size. 
In this example the definition of the ordering functions is very simple since there is no 
mutual recursion among predicates in the program and also each m.s.c.s, contains 
only atoms with the same predicate symbol. 
The ordering functions which are more interesting for our proofs satisfy a strong 
property, namely, the value of;dr cannot increase if an atom in cgz~ffo (cg) is further 
instantiated. We call such a property "not increasing with respect o substitutions". 
Definition 4.6. Let c£ be a m.s.c.s, in 5eq (~, ~), and/¢ an ordering function of cg. The 
ordering function is not increasing with respect o substitutions if for all the atoms A in 
(g~z~do (cg) and for all the substitutions cr, 
/r(A)>f/r(Aa). 
The property of being nonincreasing with respect o substitutions i essential in 
order to simplify the proof of the claim that the ordering function decreases at each 
traversal of each elementary circuit during any computation. This property depends, 
in general, on terms rigidity. 
We can state a necessary and sufficient condition for universal termination of a class 
of goals f# in a program ~. The proof for such a condition makes use of the following 
lemma, which is a variant of the lifting lemma [16]. 
Lemma 4.7. Let ~ be a program, Go a goal and a a substitution. For every LD- 
derivation in ~ of Goa of length n, there exists an LD-derivation in #~ of Go of length 
m>>.n. 
Proposition 4.8 (Necessary and sufficient condition for universal termination of 
a class of goals). Let ~ be a program and f¢a class of goals. Every Go in (# universally 
terminates in ~ if and only if for every m.s.c.s. (g in 6ep(~, ~), there exists an ordering 
function~r, not increasing with respect o substitutions, such that for every elementary 
circuit in cg, (Bo, H1, B1, ..., H,, Bn), where B, = Bo, 1 <~ n, Hi is the head of a clause and 
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Bi is an atom in its body, for every computed instance (B° ,H  1, B 1, . . . ,H" ,B")  of the 
elementary circuit, the following two conditions hold: 
(1) for any i, l <~i<<.n,f~(Hi)>~/~(Bi), 
(2) at least one such inequality is strict. 
Proof. (If) By contradiction. Let us assume that there exists Go in f# which does not 
universally terminate in N, then, from Proposition 4.4, there exists a computed 
instance of an infinite path in 5eq (N, f¢) which traverses an elementary circuit in 
a m.s.c.s, cg in 6ep (N, ~)  an infinite number of times. In ~, every arc belongs to an 
elementary circuit. Since the ordering function is not increasing w.r.t, substitutions, for 
any i, 1 <~i~< n,/~ does not increase in the unifier arc connecting the call pattern B i- 1 
to the corresponding unified call pattern H i. In fact, from Definitions 4.3 and 4.6 
B i- 1Po = HiPo = H i and then f~e(B i- 1 ) >~,¢~(H i).
On the other hand, condition (1) ensures that the ordering function does not 
increase also in the clause arc connecting the unified call pattern H i to the correspond- 
ing call pattern B i. Furthermore, condition (2) ensures that the ordering function 
actually decreases at each traversal of every elementary circuit. Since the computed 
instance of the elementary circuit traverses it an infinite number of times, there should 
exist an infinite decreasing chain in the well-founded set (X,  ~<). 
(Only if) For every m.s.c.s, cg in 5e~ (~, ~ ), let/~ be the ordering function defined in 
the following way: for all A atom in J~ J~ceo  (cg), 
/~(A)=n if A has a finite LD-tree of depth n, 
/~(A) = 0 otherwise. 
The function/~ is not increasing with respect to substitutions. In fact let A be an atom 
in cg,z#go (cg). Two cases are possible: 
(a) A is a call pattern. For any substitution a, from Lemma 4.7, we have that for 
every LD-derivation of Aa, there is a longer or equal LD-derivation of A. Since, from 
our hypothesis, the LD-tree of any Go in f¢ is finite, also the LD-tree of A is finite, thus 
the LD-tree of Ao- is finite too and/~(A) ~>/~(Aa); 
(b) A is a unified call pattern. Then A = Bp, where B is the first atom in a resolvent 
of an LD-derivation of some Go in ~ and p is the mgu of B and the head of a resolving 
clause. Since by hypothesis Go universally terminates in N, the LD-tree of B is finite 
and then, by Lemma 4.7, the LD-tree of A is also finite. For any substitution a, by 
a reasoning similar to the one of case (a), we can conclude/~(A) >~/~(Acr). 
Let B° ,H1,B  1 . . . . .  H" ,B"  be a computed instance of the elementary circuit 
Bo, H1, B1,..., Hn, B, in cg. We prove that /e  satisfies conditions (1) and (2). 
Condition (1). For every i, 1 ~< i ~< n, by Definition 4.3: H i = Hipo, Po = mgu( Bi-  1, Hi), 
Hi is the head of the clause cl: Hi: -A1 ....  ,Ak, . . .Am.,  B i=B ipg- l=AkPk-1 ,  
pk_ l=potr  and tr is a computed answer to (A1, . . . ,Ak-1)po.  (A1, . . . ,A, , )po is a 
resolvent of HiPo and cl, hence/e(Hipo)>/e((A,  . . . .  ,Am)Po). On the other hand, 
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Fig. 3. A computed instance of an elementary circuit in a m.s.c.s. 
fe((A1,...,Am)Po)>~fe(Akp,_l), then by transitivity: /e(Hipo)>/e(Akp,- l ) ,  
f~(H~)>AW~). 
Condition (2) is satisfied because of the previous strict inequality. [] 
i.e. 
Example. In the specific graph of Fig. 1, let us focus on the m.s.c.s, cg 1. An elementary 
circuit of cg 1 and one of its computed instances are shown in Fig. 3. If fel  is not 
increasing w.r.t, substitutions, then it cannot increase on the unifier arcs of cg 1. In this 
case, what is left to prove for guaranteeing termination is that/el  never increases on 
the clause arcs (condition (1)) and that, in every elementary circuit, there is at least one 
arc where/~1 actually decreases (condition (2)). 
We can now state the sufficient criterion for universal termination of an asserted 
queried program we propose to adopt. By considering only well-behaved specifica- 
tions and ordering functions which are not increasing with respect o substitutions, 
the proof method becomes rather simple since it formalizes our usual reasoning on 
program termination, based only on the program text and on what we know about 
the goal, without simulating real execution. 
Fact 4.9 (Sufficient criterion for universal termination of an asserted queried pro- 
gram). Let (H, 5p, ~)  be an asserted queried program and ~-- a first-order theory 
associated with the specification. Every goal Go in ~ universally terminates in H if 
(1) (H, 5 p, f¢ ) is correct w.r.t, its specification in 9-', 
(2) for every m.s.e.s, cg in Yy  (H, (¢), there exists an ordering function f~ not increas- 
ing w.r.t, substitutions, 
(3) for every m.s.c.s, cg, for every elementary circuit in cg, Bo, H1, B1 .... , H,, B,, where 
B, = Bo, 1 <<. n, B~_ 1 unifies with H ~, Hi is the head of the clause Hi:-A1 ..... Ak, . . . , Am., 
and Bi = Ak, the followin9 conditions hold: 
(i) for every i, l<.i<.n, J -F-Vx.(Pre(H~)A(A~= ~ Post(Aj))~(fe(H~)>~/e(B~))), 
where x corresponds to the variables in the clause and the universal quantification is in 
~--e~¢~ ; 
(ii) at least one such inequality is strict. 
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In every elementary circuit in c~, for each head atom Hi, the antecedent in condition 
3(i) represents all the information given by the specification before executing the 
corresponding body atom in the circuit, B~=Ak, in an LD-derivation. Therefore, 
condition 3(i) just states that these information can be used for proving that the 
ordering function cannot increase in a clause arcs, while passing from Hi to Bi. The 
restriction to well-behaved specifications makes condition 3(i) simple to use. Without 
this restriction, i.e. with a general specification, in order to prove that the general 
ordering function cannot increase at each traversal of an elementary circuit, we should 
consider each computed instance of the circuit as in the necessary and sufficient 
condition 4.8. 
Proposition 4.10 (Correctness of the sufficient criterion). Let (~, 5¢, f¢ ) be an asserted 
queried program. I f  conditions (1)-(3) of 4.9 are verified, then any goal Goefq universally 
terminates in ~. 
Proof. By condition (2) in our hypothesis, for every m.s.c.s, there exists an ordering 
function not increasing with respect o substitutions. 
Let us prove that conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.8 are satisfied: every 
computed instance B°, H 1 .... , H", B" of the elementary circuit Bo, H1, B1 ..... H,, B,, 
in the m.s.c.s, cg of 5Pg (~, Ca) is such that for any i, 1 <~i<~ n,/~(H ~) >~/~(B i) and at least 
one such inequality is strict. From Definition 4.3, B i- 1 is a call pattern and Hi= Hi Po, 
where Po = mgu(B ~- 1, H~). Since B i- 1 is the first atom of a resolvent, and condition (1) 
of Fact 4.9 guarantees the correctness of the asserted queried program, from Defini- 
tion 3.4, we get 
~-- t- Pre(B i- 1). 
B ~- lpo =Hipo and the specification is well-behaved. Also 
~-- I-- Pre(Hipo). 
For every j, 1 ~<j < k, let pj = p j_ 16j, where a~ is the computed answer of Ajpj_ 1 such 
that Akpk-1 = BiPk-1 = Bi. From the correctness of the asserted queried program and 
from Definition 3.4, we have 
and then 
~-- F- Post(A~p~), 1~j<k,  
~- I-- Pre(HiPo) A (A  k- 1 Post (Ajp~)). j= l  
Since we are considering well-behaved specifications, we have also 
Y F- Pre(HiPk_l) A (A ~=~ Post (Ajpk-1)) 
which, by condition 3(i) of Fact 4.9, gives 
9- F-/~(H~pk- i )>~/~(Bi pk- i ). 
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Furthermore, since the ordering function is not increasing w.r.t, substitution, we have 
J- ~ f~(l-l,po ) >>-/~(H,p~- I ) 
and by transitivity 
3- ~ /~(H,po ) >-A(B,P~- I ) 
i.e. 
J -  H f~(Hi)>~f~e(Bi). 
Condition (1) of Proposition 4.8 is satisfied and since condition (2) of 4.8 corres- 
ponds to condition 3(ii) of Fact 4.9, we have the thesis. [] 
As shown in the previous proof, the property of being not increasing w.r.t substitu- 
tions of the ordering functions is essential for Fact 4.9. In the following Lemma, we 
introduce a schema, very common in practice, which has the property that the 
ordering functions which are defined by it are not increasing w.r.t, substitutions. 
Lemma 4.11. Let fe be an ordering function and let I...[1 .... ,[-..[k be norms. The 
ordering function is not increasing w.r.t, substitutions iffor each atom p(tl,..., t,) in 
cgeCfo (cg): 
fe(p(tl .... , tn)) = gv ([ sl l i l, ..., l Sin [ira) 
where {1 ..... n}~{il . . . . .  im}, Sl .... ,sin are rigid subterms of ti ..... t,, and gv depends 
only on the predicate symbol p and it maps tuples of natural numbers into ~Ar. 
Proof. ,¢~(p(ti, ..., t,)a)=f~(p(tia, ..., t ,a)) :gp( ls la l i l , . . . ,  IsmGlem)= gp(Isl Iil . . . . .  
ISmlim), since Sl,...,s,, are rigid. [] 
Lemma 4.11 shows how appropriate ordering functions can be defined by exploit- 
ing rigid terms in the atoms of cg~y~o (c~). 
5. Examples 
In this section, we exemplify the use of Fact 4.9 for universal termination. The first 
example is rather detailed, while the other ones are only sketched. 
(1) Let us consider the program for lists permutation defined in Section 3. 
(1) p(F 3, F 3). 
(2) p[X], IX]). 
(3) p([X, YlXs],Zs):-split([X, YlXs], Us, Vs), p(Us, Ts), p(Vs, Ws), 
append(Ts, Ws, Zs). 
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(4) split([ ] , [  ] , [  ]). 
(5) split([A],[ ],[A]). 
(6) split([A], [A], [ ]). 
(7) split([A, B I Cs], [A ] Ds], [B I Es]) :- split(Cs, Ds, Es). 
(8) split ([A, B I Cs], [B I Ds], [A I Es]) :- split(Cs, Ds, Es). 
(9) append([ ], Ls, Ls). 
(10) append([A [As], Bs, [A I Ls]) :- append(As, Bs, Ls). 
By looking at the heads of the clauses defining p(xx, x2), our intuition suggests that 
the computation of any goal Go = :-p(tl, t2). terminates if the first parameter tl is no 
more expandable, i.e. it is either a ground list or, more generally, it is not ground but is 
with a fixed length. This means that we want to prove universal termination in N~ of 
the goals in the well-behaved class N(:-p(xl,  x2)., rigidsize(Xx)). 
In order to apply our Fact 4.9, first of all we have to define an appropriate pre/post 
specification 5: for N~. The specification ~ of ~1 has to be well-behaved with respect 
to substitutions in an appropriate theory J -  and (N~, 5 °, N) must be correct in J-. 
5: must contain, following our intuition, all the interesting information both on 
propagation of rigidity in the computation and on relations among lengths of terms. 
The specification we consider is 
{rigid(x~)} p(xl, x2) {rigid(x~, x2)} 
{rigid(x1)} split(x~, x2, xa) {rigid(x1, x2, x3) A 
(Ix11= Ix2] + Ix3[)A ((]xl 1> 1)--*((] xl 1> ]x21)A(lxl 1> [x3 t)))} 
{rigid(x~, x2)} append(x1, x2, x3) {rigid(x1, x2, x3)}. 
We have omitted the subscript size since it is the only norm we use in this example. 
This specification is well-behaved, since it deals only with rigidity of terms and 
relations among the norms of rigid terms. 
In order to prove condition 4.9(1), that the asserted queried program (Nt, 5:, ~)  is 
correct, we apply Proposition 3.5: we add to the program the clause goal(xl, x2):- 
p(xt, x2). and to the specification the assertion {rigid(x t)} goal(x l, x2) {true}. Let us 
consider the new clause first. Proposition 3.5, with n= 1, requires to prove the two 
implications: 
5- t- V xl, x2. Pre(goal(xl, x2))-*Pre(p(xl, x2)) 
and 
~-- t- V xl, x2. Post(p(xl, xz))--*Post(goal(xl, x2)), 
which are obvious. 
Let us now consider the clauses defining the predicate split(x1, x2, x3). Proposition 
3.5 applied to clause 4, with n--0, requires us to prove the implication: 
(4) J -~-Pre(spl it([ ], [ ], [ ]))~Post(spl it([  ], [ ], [ ])); 
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that is 
rigid([ ])~(rigid([ ], [ ], [ ] )A(0=0+0)A((0>I) -~((0>0)A(0>0)))) .  
Analogously, for clauses 5 and 6: 
(5) VA. rigid(EA])--,(rigid([A], [ ], [A] )A( I [A] [=I [  ] ]+[[A] I)  
A ((I [Al l> 1)~((I [All >1[ ] I) A(I [A]l> lEA] I)))) 
(6) VA. rigid([A])~(rigid([A], [A], [ ])A(IEA]I=IEA]I+I[ ]1) 
A(([EA]I>I)~((IEA]I >lEA] I)A(IEA]I> I[ 1[)))). 
All implications are immediately derivable by using syntactic characterization, 
arithmetics and the definition of the norm size. 
For clause 7, since n= 1, we have to prove the two formulas 
(7.1) V A, B, Cs. rigid([A, B I Cs])~rigid(Cs); 
(7.2) V A, B, Cs, Es, Ds. (rigid([A, BlCs])Arigid(Cs, Ds, Es)A 
(I Csl = IOsl + IEsl) A ((I Csl > 1)~(([ Csl > IOsl)/X (I Csl > IEsl)))) 
(rigid([A, B I Cs], [A[Ds], [B [Es]) A 
(IEA, BICsqI=I[AIDs]I+IEBIEs]I)A 
((l[h, BlCs]l> 1)~((I[A, BICs]I>IEA lOs] I) A (I[A, BICs]I>I[BIEs]I)))). 
The proof of 7.1 above immediately follows from term decomposition. 
To prove 7.2 above we note that rigid([A, B I Cs], [AIDs], [B I Es]) follows from 
rigid([A, B ICs]) A rigid(Cs, Ds, Es) by term composition. The second conjunct of the 
consequent, (I [A, B I Cs] I = I [A lOs] I + [ [BI Es] J), is implied by the second conjunct of 
the antecedent, (I Cs I = I Ds I + [ Es I) and by the definition and VR-linearity of the norm 
size. Finally, as regards the third conjunct of the consequent, since I [A, B I Cs] I > 1 is 
true, we have to prove (([[A, B[ Cs] [ > ] [A[Ds] 1) A (1 [A, B[ Cs] [ > I [BIEs] 1))). This 
follows from (ICsl = [Ds[+ ]Es[), the second conjunct of the antecedent, since this 
implies that both [Ds[ and [Es[ are less than or equal to [Csl. 
For clause 8 the proof is analogous. As regards the other clauses which define the 
predicates p and append, we omit the verification which is very easy. 
Let us consider now conditions (2) and (3) in the Fact 4.9. The specific graph 
6ap(~l, if) is given in Fig. 1. It contains three nontrivial maximal strongly connected 
subgraphs (gl, cg2 and cg3, corresponding to the recursive definitions of the predicate 
p, split and append, respectively. We have then to define three ordering functions not 
increasing with respect o substitutions. 
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(Cgl) The m.s.c.s, contains two elementary circuits, e~ and g2. The atoms in ~ are 
p([X, Y[Xs], Zs) and p(Us, Ts), the ones in g2 are p([X, YIXs], Zs) and p(Vs, Ws). 
Our intuition already suggested us the idea that the first parameter of the predicate 
symbol p is the relevant one for termination. Hence, we define the obvious ordering 
function 
/~1 (p(x~, x2))  = I x~ Isizo 
Since the precondition of p(xl, x2) specifies that xl is rigid, by Lemma 4.11,,¢~ is not 
increasing w.r.t, substitutions. 
Let us prove condition 3(i) for c~. We have to prove the universal closure of 
Pre(p([X, YIXs], Zs)) A Post(split(IX, Y]Xs], Us, Vs)) 
(f~l(p([X, YIXs], Zs))>~f~l(p(Us, T))) 
that is the universal closure of 
(rigid([X, YlXs]) A rigid([X, YIXs], Us, Ts) A (I [X, YlXs]l=l Usl + I Vst) 
A((I[X, YIXsSl> l )~(( i [X,  YIXs]l>l Usl) A (l[x, YIXs]l>I Vsl)))) 
(l[X, YlXs]l~l Usl). 
Since (6 IX, Y[ Xs] [ > 1) holds, by definition of the norm size, the fourth conjunct of 
the antecedent implies ( [ IX, Y] Xs] I > ] Us I) which implies the consequent. Further- 
more, it allows us to conclude that the inequality is strict and then 3(ii) also can be 
verified. 
The proof for the elementary circuit c2 is similar. 
(cg2) The m.s.c.s, contains three elementary circuits c3, c4 and c5. The atoms in 
c3 are split([A, B ICs], [AIDs], [BIEs]) and split(Cs, Ds, Es), the ones in c, are 
split([A',B'lCs'], [B'[Ds'],[A'IEs']) and split(Cs',Ds',Es'), the ones in c5 are 
split([A, Bees], [AIDs], [BIEs]), split(Cs, Ds, Es), split([A', B'iCs'], [B'IDs'], 
[A'IEs']) and split(Cs', Ds', Es'). The ordering function is 
&2(split(x1, x2, x3))= ix1 [size. 
Again, since the precondition of split(x1, x2, xs) specifies that xl is rigid, by Lemma 
4.11, f~2 is not increasing w.r.t, substitutions. 
Let us prove condition (3) for termination i  c3. We have to prove the universal 
closure of 
Pre(split ([A, B I Cs], [A ] Ds], [B ] Es] )) 
(/~2(split([A, B ICs], [AIDs], [ B I Es] ) ) >/~2(split(Cs, Ds, Es) ) ) 
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that is the universal closure of 
rigid([A, B ICs]) ~ (I [A, B I Cs] I >l Csl). 
It is an immediate consequence of the definition of the norm size. The proofs for the 
elementary circuits e4 and ~5 are similar. 
(if3) The m.s.c.s, contains only one elementary circuit, c7. The atoms in c7 are 
append([AlAs], Bs, [A [Ls]) and append(As, Bs, Ls). The ordering function for cg3 is 
re3 (append (xl, X2, X3) ) = IX 1 ]size 
which is not increasing w.r.t, substitutions by Lemma 4.11. Condition (3) for termina- 
tion in c7 requires to prove in 3- the universal closure of 
Pre(append([ A [ As], Bs, JAILs]) ) 
(/e3(append([A[As], Bs, JAILs] )) >/e3(append(As, Bs, Ls) ) ) 
that is the universal closure of 
rigid([AlAs]) --* ([ ]AlAs][>[As 1) 
which is immediate. 
(2) Let us now consider the following program which also defines lists permuta- 
tions. In this case list splitting and merging is given by two different input/output 
functionalities of the same predicate s_m(xl, x2, x3). 
~2~ 
(1) p([ ], [ ]). 
(2) p([X], [X]). 
(3) p([X, Y[Xs], Zs):-s_m([X, YIXs], Us, Vs),p(Us, Ts),p(Vs, Ws),s_m(Zs, Ts, Ws). 
(4) s_m([ ] ,[  ] , [  ]). 
(5) s_m([A], [ 1, [a]). 
(6) s_m([A], [A], [ ]). 
(7) s_m([A, B[Cs], [AIDs], [BlEs]):-s_m(Cs, Ds, Es). 
(8) s_m([A, B ICs], ]BIDs], ]AlEs]):-s_m(Cs, Ds, Es). 
Let us consider the same class of goals ~(:-p(xl, x2)., rigidsize(Xl)) of the previous 
example. 
The specification 5 p is also similar to the previous one and well-behaved: 
{rigid(x1)} p(xl, x2) {rigid(x1, x2)} 
{rigid(x1) v rigid(x2, x3)} s_m(xl, x2, xa) {rigid(x~, x2, x3)/k 
(Ixll=lxzl+lxa[) A (([xll> l)~(([xll>[xz[) A ([/xl>l/3[)))}. 
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We omit the proof, by Proposition 3.5, that the asserted queried program is correct. 
Let us define now the ordering functions. In this example there are two m.s.c.s., Cgl, 
which is the same as in ~t  and has also the same ordering function, and ~2, which is 
determined by the recursive definition of the predicate s_m(x~, x2, x3). The definition 
of/~2 becomes more complicated since it reflects the different ways of using the 
predicate, either for splitting or for merging lists: 
/~(s_m(x~, x~, x~))= 
{ Ixll Ix21+lx31 
min( lxl  I, ix21 --}- Ix31 ) 
if rigid(xl) and not rigid(x2,x3), 
if rigid(x2, x3) and not rigid(x1), 
otherwise. 
Lemma 4.11 is not applicable to this ordering function, but, clearly/'e2 is still not 
increasing w.r.t, substitutions because of the rigidity properties. Hence, Fact 4.9 for 
universal termination can be applied. We omit the proof of condition (3). 
(3) Let us consider the simple example of the reflexive and transitive closure of 
a base relation. 
(1) c(X, Y):- base(X, g). 
(2) c(X, Y):- base(X, Z), c(Z, Y). 
(3) base(a, b). 
(4) base(a, e). 
(5) base(a, d). 
(6) base(b, e). 
(7) base(e, d). 
In this case the data domain is flat, terms are constant without structure, and the 
termination for any goal, i.e. N(:-c(xl,  x2)., true), depends on the absence of cycles in 
the data domain. Our method applies also to these cases. We have to choose a norm 
[...[y corresponding to the order defined by the base relation. 
The following specification collects the information related to termination: 
{true} c(x, y) {true} 
{true} base (x, y) {rigid(x, y) A ([ Y ly > [ x [y) }. 
The specification is clearly well-behaved with respect to substitutions. Note that 
rigidity in this case is equivalent o groundness. We can choose the norm 
t t [jo = 0 if t is a variable, 
[a l l= l ,  Ib[j-=2, [ely=3, Idlg=4 
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and the ordering function 
/,(c(x, y)) = (4 - ]x  ]y) 
on the only m.s.c.s, cg, determined by the recursive definition of c(x, y). This ordering 
function is not increasing with respect o substitutions. 
(4) Finally, we give an example where the goal description, essential to insure 
termination, does not concern only moding or rigidity of terms. 
'@4: 
(1) turn(I-1 [Xs], [,1 [Xs]). 
(2) turn([0[Xs], Zs) :- append(Xs, [-0], Ts), turn(Ts, Zs). 
The program #4 is meant to be queried by :- turn(t1, t2)., where tl is a list of l's and 
O's and t2, a variable. The list is rotated until 1 becomes the first element of the list and 
such permutation of t I is supplied as a result in t2. 
We can prove the termination in ~4 of any goal in the well-behaved class ~(:- 
turn(x1, x2)., (list(x1)A rigidsiz~(Xl)A l~xl)). A pre/post specification useful for the 
termination proof is: 
{list(xl) A rigid(x1) A i ex~ } turn(x1, x2) {true} 
(list(x1, x2) A rigid(x1, x2)} append(x1, x2, x3) 
{list(x1, xz, x3) A rigid(x1, xz, x3) A x3 =x l  "xz}. 
The specification is clearly well-behaved. 
The only m.s.c.s, c6 is produced by the recursive definition of the predicate turn. We 
associate to it the ordering function: 
/~(turn(xl, x2))= 
x'l [size, if Pre(turn(xl, x2))and x~ =minimal prefix of Xl which contains 1 
otherwise. 
The function/~ is not increasing w.r.t, substitutions. 
In practice, it is often the case that the termination of the computation of a goal 
strictly depends on some information about the domain of application of such a goal. 
This is particularly true for subgoals, in fact, for simplicity's ake, it is common either 
to reuse already available definitions of predicates or to give definitions of subgoals, as 
turn(x1, x2) in our last example, that are more general than their particular intended 
use. In our proof method any information about the domain of application of a goal 
which cannot be modified by the computation itself (well-behaved with respect o 
substitutions) can be used. Hence, well-behaved pre/post specifications are a very 
powerful tool: they allow one to deal with termination in a modular style, by 
characterizing the context of invocation. This seems to be the major advantage of our 
approach with respect o [--2]. 
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6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we defined and studied a class of functions, semi-linear norms, to 
weigh the terms occurring in a pure Prolog program. All the functions in the class 
have the nice feature of allowing a syntactical characterization f rigid terms, i.e. terms 
whose weight does not change under substitution. By exploiting this class of functions, 
we basically try to formalize the intuitive reasoning on programs termination which 
programmers u ually carry out, and we obtain a rather simple verification method for 
universal termination of a class of goals in a logic program. Since we consider 
universal termination, the order of clauses, which corresponds to the order of solu- 
tions in the search tree, is not relevant, while the order of atoms in the bodies of 
clauses can affect termination. We assume the Prolog computation rule, while its 
search strategy is not relevant. The proof method is similar to the one used in 
procedural programming, and it consists in 
(a) finding all the maximal strongly connected subgraphs which are reachable 
from the goals in the specific graph associated with the program and the class of 
goals, 
(b) associating with each m.s.c.s, an ordering function, not increasing with respect 
to substitutions, which maps the computed atoms belonging to the subgraph into Y ,  
(c) associating with each predicate in the program a pre/post specification, well- 
behaved with respect o substitutions, in order to state terms properties, 
(d) proving the correctness of such a specification, 
(e) for each m.s.c.s., proving that the associated ordering function decreases at each 
traversal of each elementary circuit in it. 
The last two steps of the method can be handled in a simple way just because the 
pre/post specifications and the ordering functions "well-behave" with respect to 
substitutions and this allows us to ignore the actual computation and to reason at 
a syntactic level. This corresponds to the fact that in practice we become convinced of 
termination by considering r ig id  terms, i.e. terms which have some fixed structure and 
are not expandable during the computation i a way which could affect ermination. 
Such terms obviously include ground terms, but are more general. We defined a class 
of functions, semi - l inear  norms,  to weigh the terms in a program and to characterize 
syntactically rigid terms. We also study the properties of rigid terms which can be used 
to prove termination. 
The problem of verifying termination for logic programs has been attacked from 
different sides. Some effort has been devoted to characterize classes of programs with 
interesting termination properties [2, 3, 6, 23]. Another stream of research as been 
on automatizing termination proofs. This can be done in some cases by stating and 
then solving systems of inequalities among sizes of terms [-11, 17-22, 24-26, 28]. 
Automatization is not our main concern, nevertheless, there are many relations 
between our work and those developed in this field. In particular, Plfimer's papers 
have been the starting point for the definition of semi-linear norms. More general 
techniques for verifying termination have been proposed [24,  113-12, 14, 27, 29]. Our 
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proof method can be considered part of this last group of proposals. Indeed, it could 
be considered as a major refinement and simplification of 1-27, 293. In fact 
- we restrict he graphical representation f the program and the class of goals to the 
maximal strongly connected subgraphs reachable from the most general goal in the 
class, 
- we consider ordering functions which are total functions and not increasing w.r.t. 
substitutions on the atoms actually computed in the m.s.c.s., 
- we use well-behaved specifications dealing with syntactically characterizable term 
properties, uch as relations among weights and rigidity w.r.t semi-linear norms. 
All this allows us 
- to extend termination proofs to nonground goals, 
- to characterize t rmination, i.e. to state a sufficient condition for termination which 
is also necessary, 
- to give a simpler and more natural sufficient criterion for termination. 
Even though they are based on completely different heoretical pproaches, the 
results developed by Apt and Pedreschi [2, 33 are also strongly related to ours. They 
study and characterize the class of left terminating programs, i.e. pure Prolog pro- 
grams which terminate on all ground goals. One of their basic results is the character- 
ization of left terminating program by means of the notion of acceptable programs 
which provides a method for proving termination also for nonground goals (bounded 
9oals), by means of level mappings [6]. There are strong analogies among rigid terms 
and bounded goals, and practical examples in [6] have a lot in common with ours. In 
both proposals an inductive proof is used and the decreasing property of similar 
functions (level mappings vs ordering functions) has to be proved. Their proofs, based 
on models, are simple and elegant, but they cannot capture the termination of 
example 4 since they have no general means to characterize a particular domain of 
application, as we have with preconditions. Moreover, their method in general 
requires to compare the level mapping of the head of a clause with all the atoms in its 
body. This may lead to the definition of level mappings more complex than necessary. 
We avoid this by using the specific graph which allows us to concentrate only on the 
atoms directly or indirectly involved in a recursive call. Clearly, there is a trade-off 
between the construction ofthe specific graph and the complexity in the definition of 
a suitable level mapping. 
A similar idea of concentrating only on recursion is also at the basis of the 
framework developed in [11]. By modifying the notions of recurrency [6] and 
acceptability ofa logic program, De Schreye t al. extend the theoretical framework 
developed in [2], thus obtain a more practical technique in view of automation. 
lnstead of specific graphs they consider minimal cyclic collections which provide 
a different granularity in the analysis of loops. Consequently, there are cases which are 
captured by our sufficient criterion and not by theirs and vice versa. Moreover, 
instead of annotating the program with pre/post specifications, they use abstract 
interpretation to automatically derive linear size relations which can be considered as 
pre/post specifications. 
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A preliminary, short version of the present paper appeared in [8], where the 
concept of rigid term and the definition of semi-linear norms were first given. 
Semi-linear norms have been used in [9] in applying abstract interpretation to detect 
possible suspensions in concurrent logic programs. In [19] P1/imer used semi-linear 
norms to extend its automatic proof technique to termination of nonground goals. In 
[26] semi-linear norms are used to automatically derive linear relationships among 
the sizes of arguments of atoms. Finally, in [15] it has been shown that abstract 
interpretation techniques for the analysis of ground dependencies of pure logic 
programs can be extended to rigidity analysis. 
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